STANDARD AMERICAN SHOE SIZE MEASUREMENT GUIDE FOR WIDE (EE) SIZES

Align outside of your right foot to this line.

OR

Align outside of your left foot to this line.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Your software must be set to print at 100% ACTUAL SIZE. Do not use “Fit to Page” or it will alter the size. Use the alignment arrows to tape or staple the two pages together. When printed correctly the inch markings should match a ruler.

If the inside of your foot crosses the vertical line for your size, please order EXTRA WIDE width. Your size is where your longest toe touches the horizontal lines at the top of the page. If your foot is between sizes, use the larger size.
US Men’s Medium (D) Width Shoe Sizes

Print page at 100%. Make sure printing properties are NOT set to “Fit to Page”, page scaling IS set to 100% or “None”.

While wearing socks place your left foot on the page, aligning your heel with the heel of the outline.

Your foot length is the size indicated at the top by the outline that fits around your longest toe. If you are between sizes, use the larger size.

If your foot is wider than the outline for your size use the WIDE (EE) size measuring chart.

PLACE 25¢ TO CHECK SCALE

PRINT AT 100%
DO NOT SCALE
OR FIT TO PAGE

Print and Prepare Chart

COMPARE THIS TO A RULER TO ENSURE CORRECT SCALING